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                                                            Systemic anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL) is a subtype of peripheral T-cell lymphoma. It is divided into cases with and without translocation of the anaplastic lymphoma kinase gene (ALK), which most commonly involves chromosomes 2 and 5 and leads to ALK overexpression. Most patients with ALK translocations (ALK+) are potentially curable with doxorubicin-based chemotherapy, whereas patients without a translocation (ALK−) have a significantly lower survival. We tested dose-adjusted infusional etoposide, vincristine and doxorubicin with prednisone and cyclophosphamide (DA-EPOCH) in 24 patients with untreated ALK + (n=15) and ALK− (n=9) ALCL. Patients’ characteristics were similar between the two groups. At a median potential followup time of 14 years, the event-free survival (EFS) in ALK+ and ALK− ALCL was 72.0% and 62.5% (P=0.54), respectively, and overall survival (OS) was 78.0% and 87.5% (P=0.83), respectively. DA-EPOCH had a favorable outcome in systemic ALCL and was independent of ALK status.
Anaplastic large cell lymphoma comprises around 6% of non-Hodgkin lymphomas. It is pathologically characterized by a broad morphological spectrum but usually contains large pleomorphic cells with strong CD30 expression and a cohesive growth pattern. ALCL is divided into systemic and cutaneous types based on clinical and immunophenotypic criteria. Furthermore, within systemic ALCL, there is biological heterogeneity in expression of the anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) protein with positive cases usually harboring a translocation between the ALK gene on chromosome 2 and the nucleophosmin (NPM) gene chromosome 5, and ALK negative cases lacking a translocation.21 This translocation can be detected in over 80% of ALK positive cases, although variant translocations involving ALK and other partner genes also occur. A recent study demonstrated that ALK negative ALCLs have chromosomal rearrangements of DUSP22 or TP63 in 30% and 8% of cases, respectively.3
The clinical characteristics and outcome of systemic ALK positive and negative ALCL are significantly different. ALK positive cases are characterized by a younger median age, occur more commonly in pediatric patients, and are more likely to present in extranodal sites, compared with ALK negative cases. Importantly, ALK positive ALCL has a significantly better survival compared to ALK negative cases following treatment with doxorubicin-based therapy.64 Based on the efficacy of infusional DA-EPOCH in aggressive B-cell lymphomas, we investigated its activity in adults with ALK positive and negative ALCL.97 In a previous short report, we had investigated serum soluble interleukin-2 levels in response to treatment in 9 patients with ALCL.9
Twenty-four patients with newly diagnosed ALCL were prospectively enrolled on a study of DA-EPOCH between September 1993 and December 2009. Patients with primary cutaneous ALCL were excluded. The primary objectives of the study included time to disease progression, overall survival and treatment toxicity. Patients were eligible if: 1) they had not received prior systemic chemotherapy; 2) had any stage of disease; 3) had a negative pregnancy test in women of child bearing potential; and 4) had adequate major organ function, unless it was related to the lymphoma. Evaluation included standard laboratory studies, whole body computed tomography scans, and a bone marrow aspirate and biopsy. Patients received 6–8 cycles of DA-EPOCH with prophylactic filgrastim on all cycles from 24 h after the last dose of chemotherapy through the neutrophil nadir (until recovery of ≥5000 cells/μl), as previously described.10 Disease sites were evaluated after cycles 4, 6 and 8. Standard criteria were used to assess tumor response.11 The study was approved by the National Cancer Institute Institutional Review Board and all patients provided informed consent. The trial was registered at clinicaltrials.gov (clinicaltrials.gov identifier:00001337).
The pathology of all cases was confirmed at the National Cancer Institute by ESJ and/or SP in compliance with the 4 edition of the WHO Classification of Tumours of Haematopoietic and Lymphoid Tissues. Standard immunohistochemical studies for diagnosis as well as immunohistochemistry for ALK protein overexpression were conducted on 5 µm formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections using monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies. The panel included CD20, CD3, CD30, and TIA-1 and also CD4, CD8, CD5, granzyme B and perforin if sufficient material was available.
Overall survival was calculated from on-study date until death or last follow up and EFS was calculated from on-study date until the date of progression, death or last follow up using the Kaplan-Meier method. Significance of the difference between pairs of Kaplan-Meier curves was determined by the log rank test. The median potential follow up was calculated between the on-study date and April 1 2015.
Twenty-four patients with newly diagnosed ALCL were enrolled (Table 1). Fifteen patients were ALK positive and 9 ALK negative according to ALK immunohistochemistry; clinical characteristics of the 2 groups were similar. Median patient age was 38 years (range 19–68) and most patients were male (67%). Indices of advanced disease included stage III or IV disease in 75% and an elevated lactate dehydrogenase in 50%. Fifty-four per cent of patients had extra-nodal disease and 25% of patients had peripheral blood or bone marrow involvement.
[image: ]

Table 1.Patients’ characteristics.
At a median potential follow up of 14.4 years, ALK positive and negative patients had EFS probabilities of 72% (95%CI: 45.9–88.6%) and 62.5% (95%C: 30.6–86.3%) (P=0.54) and OS probabilities of 78% (95%CI: 51.0–92.3%) and 87.5% (95%C: 52.9–97.8%) (P=0.83), respectively (Figure 1). Toxicity was assessed on all 141 cycles. The ANC pharmacodynamic target of less than 500 cells/mm occurred on 35% of cycles and an ANC less than 100 cells/mm on 17% of cycles. Thrombocytopenia less than 25,000/mm and fever and neutropenia occurred on 10% of cycles, respectively. Non-hematopoietic toxicities were similar to prior reports.12
[image: ]

Figure 1.Outcome of 24 patients (15 ALK positive and 9 ALK negative) following DA-EPOCH. (A) Event-free survival (EFS) of ALK positive versus ALK negative patients. (B) Overall survival of ALK positive versus negative cases.
While the outcome of ALK positive ALCL with anthracycline-based therapy is excellent, particularly in pediatric populations, ALK negative cases have a significantly lower survival.4 In the largest experience of outcome of PTCL to date (the retrospective International PTCL Project), the 5-year failure-free survival and OS for ALK negative ALCL was 36% and 49%, respectively, compared to 60% and 70% for ALK positive cases. The German High-Grade Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma Study Group (DSHNHL) retrospectively analyzed the outcome of 191 ALCL patients treated with CHOP or CHOEP and reported a 3-year EFS of 76% and 46% for ALK positive and negative ALCL, respectively.13 Recently, the Nordic Lymphoma Group evaluated the role of up-front autologous stem cell transplantation after CHOEP in an intent-to-transplant study in those with chemotherapy-sensitive disease and of PTCL subtypes (ALK positive cases were excluded), ALK negative ALCL had the best outcome with a 5-year PFS and OS of 61% and 70%.14 Interestingly, a recent analysis of three GELA studies demonstrated no difference in outcome of ALK negative and positive ALCL in younger patients, but found that ALK negative ALCL had a significantly worse outcome in patients who were 40 years old or older.15
We tested DA-EPOCH in ALCL based on its promising activity in aggressive B-cell lymphoma. While we recognize that our series is small, the long EFS of most patients reflects cure in the majority. The clinical characteristics of the patients in our series are similar to those of the International Peripheral T-Cell Study (IPTCS); our ALK positive and negative cases had median ages of 36 (compared to 34) and 43 (compared to 58) years, respectively.4 In both the IPTCS and our series, most patients were male and the majority in both ALK positive and negative groups had stage III or IV disease. Our results using DA-EPOCH in ALCL compare favorably with the DSHNHL and Nordic studies and may represent a less toxic approach; we observed no treatment-related deaths and fever/neutropenia in our study occurred on just 10% of cycles.14 While the GELA study demonstrated equivalent survivals in ALK negative and positive patients under 40 years of age, the majority of patients received intensive therapy, with or without autologous transplantation, and older ALK negative patients performed poorly. Although our numbers of older ALK negative patients are small, 80% of those 40 years and older are alive despite poor clinical prognostic features at diagnosis.15 The incorporation of etoposide, infusional scheduling and dose adjustment may play important roles in ALCL therapeutics. Based on these results, DA-EPOCH should be considered as a reasonable first-line approach for ALCL, particularly for older patients in whom approaches such as transplantation may not be feasible.
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